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Phase transitions of the striped domain-wall phases of S on Ru(0001)
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Atomic sulfur chemisorbed on Ru(0001) forms a striped network of domain walls (DW's) at
coverages above completion of a commensurate (~3 x ~3)R30' structure (8 ) 0.333). At high
coverages (8 = 0.48), this DW network transforms into a homogeneous commensurate c(2 x 4)
structure with an ideal coverage 0 = 0.50. The temperature-induced phase transitions of the domain
walls and the c(2 x 4) structure were investigated by low-energy electron difFraction spot profile
analysis and compared to theoretical predictions. The phase transition of the superheavy walls,
formed a low wall concentrations (coverages 8 between 0.35 and 0.43), to the disordered lattice gas is
found to be continuous, and compatible with a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition expected from theory.
At higher coverages light DW's are formed (0.43 ( 8 ( 0.48), which undergo a first-order transition,
as evident from an intervening two-phase region formed by the DW phase and the incommensurate
phase. Short-range order correlations are maintained in the disordered phase, which is best described
by an incommensurate phase with strong disorder. Again a 6rst-order transition is found for the
commensurate c(2 x 4) structure, which also disorders into a short-range ordered incommensurate
phase. InHuences by 6nite-size eKects are clearly visible.

I. INTRODUCTION

Structural phase transitions of adsorbed monolayers on
crystal surfaces have gained considerable interest as ex-
perimental test systems for two-dimensional (2D) phase
transitions during the last years as both the phase
transitions of commensurate and incommensurate super-
structures can be studied. These phase transitions also
give access to all types of universality classes in 2D which
have a physical realization.

Commensurate structures are typically found for
chemisorbed adsorbates at moderate coverages charac-
terized by site-specific adsorption on lattice sites in both
the ordered and disordered phases, so that they can be
described by lattice gas models. Studies on this type of
system are attractive because of their close connection
to magnetic models studied extensively in the past, and
because of the ease to perform Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
lations on such systems in order to get a deeper under-
standing of the energy parameters involved by systemat-
ically varying them. Experiments performed for a num-
ber of different systems have corroborated the theoretical
models, ' but have also shown that, system-dependent
finite-size effects as well as impurities can inHuence
the results considerably, leading to some interesting new
physics. In the system under investigation here, both
commensurate structures, for which the description just
given is adequate, and incommensurate structures to-
gether with their phase transitions can be studied. We
will focus here on the latter type of structures. Sim-
ilar to physisorbed systems, particles adsorbed into a
completed commensurate structure tend to form domain
walls. However, in contrast to physisorbed systems lat-

eral interactions are still small compared with the energy
differences of most adsorption sites, so that the classi-
cal picture of a relaxation of the whole layer does not
seem to be appropriate. Instead the relaxations close to
the domain walls (DW's) occur on a length scale of the
substrate lattice constant.

Nevertheless, the concept of DW's to describe the tran-
sition of a commensurate (solid) to an incommensurate
(solid) phase and the temperature-induced transition be-
tween an incommensurate solid to an incommensurate
Huid phase should still be applicable. For DW net-
works with striped symmetry a continuous transition of
the Pokrovskii-Talapov-type is predicted for the transi-
tion &om the commensurate phase to an incommensurate
DW phase, whereas a continuous Kosterlitz-Thouless-
type transition is expected for the temperature-induced
transition from an ordered (solid) DW phase to an incom-
mensurate Huid phase. In contrast, a first-order phase
transition due to grain-boundary-induced melting has
also been proposed for the latter transition.

Experimentally, DW's with a striped network have
been observed both for chemisorbed and physisorbed
adsorbates. Examples for chemisorbed systems are
H/Fe(110) (Ref. 18), CO/Pt(111) (Ref. 19), and
Cs/Cu(110) (Ref. 20), whereas the physisorbed systems
Xe/Pt(111) (Ref. 21), H2/Gr (Ref. 22), and N2/Gr
(Ref. 23) should be mentioned. The temperature-induced
disordering of the DW's, however, was investigated only
in a very small number of systems (see, e.g. , Ref. 20).

The aim of the present work was to perform a diffrac-
tion study with high resolution on a striped DW system
which is well characterized under structural aspects. By
means of low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) spot
profile analysis we investigated the temperature-driven
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phase transitions of striped DW's in the chemisorbed
system S/Ru(0001), a surface with hexagonal symmetry,
and of the commensurate c(2 x 4) structure, which can
be viewed as a DW structure with close-packed walls. A
change &om second to first order is expected as a func-
tion of coverage as the phase transition of the c(2 x 4)
structure should be first order according to the first Lan-
dau rule. 5

The phase diagram, phase transitions, and structure
of S/Ru(0001) at diferent coverages and for different
ordered structures have been investigated in some de-
tail in recent years, concentrating on the low-
coverage p(2x2) and (~3 x ~3)R30' phases. The ad-
sorption on only the hcp threefold site up to 0 = 0.33
(see Ref. 25), with possible thermally excited occupation
of the fcc threefold site at a coverage of 0.33, allows
continuous phase transitions for both structures. Both
transitions have actually both been observed. Values
of critical exponents close to those expected theoreti-
cally for the four-state and three-state Potts universal-
ity classes have been obtained. Due to the very local
bonding characteristics, ' ' phases and phase transi-
tions of this system can be well simulated by lattice gas
models.

In the present paper, we concentrate on the
temperature-driven phase transitions of the DW phases
including the c(2 x 4) structure. For 0 & 0.35, an ordered
striped network of superheavy DW's was found. 2 As evi-
dent from both scanning tunnel microscopy (STM) and
LEED analysis, '~ the walls at low temperature consist
of c(2 x 4) unit cells with adsorbed S atoms close to both
threefold sites. The DW density varies continuously with
increasing coverage until the walls are densely packed in
the commensurate c(2 x 4) structure (0 = 0.48), where
both sites are equally populated at 0 = 0.50. Thus we
are left with the unique situation that the domain-wall
structure consists of units which are locally fully com-
mensurate [(~3 x ~3)B30' and c(2 x 4) unit cells], but
are combined so that the average is incommensurate.

The paper is organized as follows. After a short de-
scription of some experimental details, we report spot
profiles showing the formation of DW's and resume
the description of structural aspects of the phases at
low temperatures Rom Ref. 24. We then turn to the
temperature-driven phase transitions. The results are
discussed with respect to experimental results found for
other chemisorbed systems and current theories.

exposure of small amounts of H~S. Coverages of sulfur
layers were determined from their respective transition
temperatures to the disordered phases via the phase dia-
gram which was measured earlier. The transition tem-
peratures were determined from LEED intensity versus
temperature curves of the superstructure spots, assign-
ing the transition temperatures to the positions of the
inflection points. 2 For the DW structures the coverages
could be determined ad.ditionally from the spot splitting
(see below). Both values agreed within 2', the latter
method was used in the coverage range where splitting
in the difFraction patterns could be clearly resolved.

The temperature control of the sample was comput-
erized. and had a resolution of 0.1 K. For LEED mea-
surements the d.irect heating current was chopped with
12.5 Hz, and difFracted electrons were recorded only dur-
ing off times of the heating current. As temperatures
dropped during the measuring intervals, temperatures
were electively averaged over 0.4 K at most.

LEED profile measurements were carried out at a beam
energy of 100 eV using a high-resolution LEED instru-
ment (SPALEED).s4 Due to mosaic spread of the sam-
ple, the minimal full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of LEED spots was limited to a finite value Lk~~ corre-
sponding to an effective transfer width W = 2m/Ak~~ of
400 A. . This value is below the nominal transfer width
of 1200 A. of the SPALEED instrument (for details, see
Ref. 8). Further experimental details are described in
Refs. 7, 8, and 24.

III. FORMATION OF DOMAIN WALLS

As we reported in Ref. 24, the diBraction pattern
and the observed spot splitting as a function of cover-
age are only compatible with a network of superheavy
DW's in a striped configuration separating ~3 ordered
domains. ss Figure 1(a) shows a hard sphere model of
this type of DW's without any lateral relaxation of the
walls. In agreement with a recent structural analysis of
the c(2 x 4) structure, the additional S atoms in the
DW's are placed onto fcc sites, whereas only the hcp
site is populated in the ~3 ordered domains. 2s Locally,
the distance between adjacent DW's can take values of

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments were performed in a standard UHV
chamber (base pressure 2 x 10 ~ mbar). Preparation
and cleaning of the Ru sample are described in Ref. 8.
By LEED profile analysis we found that the prepared
surface was oriented 0.5 off the nominal (0001) plane.
It consists of terraces with an average width of 300 A. ,
separated by monoatoxnic steps.

The sulfur was dosed from an electrochemical cell,
and fine-tuning of coverages was done either by
temperature-induced partial desorption or by additional

(2xP3)rec.
l=3.5o l=2a c(2xt )

FIG. 1. Hard sphere models for (a) the DW phases with
superheavy walls, 8 = 0.43 (3/7), and (b) the c(2 x 4)-2S
structure. The primitive unit cell of the c(2 x 4) structure is
also indicated. Possible relaxations of atoms from ideal lattice
sites are not included.
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(1.5n —l)a with n being an integer and a the lattice
constant of the substrate. The average distance between
DW's, however, is not commensurate. For straight DW's
without significant meandering the splitting parameter e

depends on coverage as

s = s /s (s + s Wa.),
where e is related to the average DW distance I by t =
1j(2~3) a s . Equation (1) was indeed experimentally
verified.

A detailed evolution of the spot splitting as a func-
tion of coverage is shown in Fig. 2(a) by a series of polar
diffraction scans through the first-order v 3 superstruc-
ture spot (i.e. , along the I'K direction). The v 3 spot
splits into six satellites arranged on a triangle around
the original ~3 spot, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). They
originate from the three rotational domains of the net-
work.

Even with the improved resolution of the experiment
carried out here, the lowest coverage at which split-
ting of the v 3 spots and the corresponding formation
of an ordered DW network can be detected is again 0.35

[see Fig. 2(a)]. According to Eq. (1), this corresponds to
an average distance of the superheavy DW's of 60 A
or 23a. At these small coverages the spot profiles of
the satellites are still broad, due to large fluctuations of
the DW distances around the average value of l, which
cause the appearance of the central peak in Fig. 2. With
decreasing l and thus stronger interactions between the
walls, the spots become sharper until their width is lim-
ited by resolution at 0 = 0.38 (l = 22 A) (see Fig. 2).

The smallest possible value of l and, therefore, the
highest density of superheavy DW's is obtained for l =
3.5a (9.5 A.), i.e. , for n = 3. This is the situation de-
picted in Fig. 1(a), which corresponds to a coverage of
8 = 0.43 (3/7) and leads to the diKraction pattern shown
in Fig. 2(b). For the next smaller value of n, i.e. , 2,
the c(2 x 4) structure [see Fig. 1(b)] is already obtained.
This implies that for 0.43 ( 0 ( 0.48 the picture of super-
heavy DW's is no longer correct. Instead, for 0 ) 0.43 a
description with light DW's in a c(2 x 4) structure is more
appropriate. Since the commensurability of the c(2 x 4)
structure is 4, three different types of light DW's with
diferent local coverages in the walls can be constructed.
In Fig. 3 hard sphere models for these three types of
DW's are shown. In the DW's the S atoms were placed
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FIG. 2. (a) Evolution of I EED profiles
taken along the I'K direction through the
first-order (~3 x v 3)R30' superstructure
spot as a function of coverage, illustrating
the formation and continuous compression of
superheavy DW's for 8 & 0.35 in the phase
E. kI~

——0 corresponds to the position of
the (~3 x v 3)R30' superstructure spot. (h)
2D diffraction pattern at 8 = 0.35 and 0.43.
T = 200 K. The dashed lines connect spots
belonging to one of the three rotational do-
mains of the network.
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a C

FIG. 3. Hard sphere models for discussed light DW's
(hatched areas) in the c(2 x 4) structure: (a) light DW's,
(b) super-superlight DW's, and (c) super-light DW's. Again,
possible relaxations of atoms from ideal lattice sites are not
included.

so that the minimal distance between next neighbor S
atoms is not smaller than the smallest distance between
S atoms in the c(2 x 4) structure, since the interaction
between the S atoms was found to be repulsive at short
distances. From the kinematically constructed diffrac-
tion patterns of these models, the relations between 0
and e are given in Table I. Only models (a) and (c) ful-
fill Eq. (1). Model (c), however, produces a kinematic
diffraction pattern which is at variance with experiment.
Light DW's of type (a) also yield the correct structure
in the limiting case I = 3.5a, which has to be identical
with that of the superheavy DW's at this wall distance
[compare Figs. 1(a) and 3(a)]. Therefore, only light walls
of type (a) can exist within domains of the c(2 x 4) struc-
ture.

The situations at low and high coverages in the
domain-wall phase are thus complementary. At 0 = 0.35
a striped network of suIperheauy DW's with l = 60 A. is
formed which is continuously compressed until it trans-
forms into a striped network of light DW's at 0 = 0.43—
0.45 (l = 10—13 A.). With increasing coverage, the density
of light walls decreases up to a maximal DW distance of
light DW's, l = 34 A. at 0 = 0.48.

IV. TEMPERATURE-DRIVEN
PHASE TRANSITIONS

A. Phase transition of the superheavy domain walls

For the analysis of the phase transition of the super-
heavy DW's the peak intensity and the spot profiles of the

S(kii, t) = Ip

(1 + ~—2(2/2 + ~—2(2@2)1—q/2
*~t, j.

+bg(k~~ ),

with k~~
= (q —

g~~). q[[ is the scattering vector, and g~~ the
position of the spot in A; space. ( denotes the correlation
length and Ip the peak intensity. This parametrization
of the structure factor includes two forms of correlation

most intense of the six satellites [No. 3 in Fig. 2(b)] were
measured as a function of temperature. The scan direc-
tions of the profiles were chosen perpendicular and par-
allel to the DW's. The measurements were performed at
a coverage of 0 = 0.40, corresponding to an average DW
distance l = 14.6 A. (e = 0.054+0.003). The spot profiles
broaden continuously and simultaneously in both scan di-
rections as a function of temperature (see, e.g. , Fig. 4),
and the peak intensities drop to the background intensity
within 100 K above the inflection point (T = 298+5 K),
as demonstrated in Fig. 5. No shifts of any of the satel-
lites can be detected at the phase transition, and there
are no indications for the formation of an ordered phase
of different structure.

These observations indicate that the Buctuations of
l increase, while the average value of l is maintained.
Increased fluctuations of l around a constant average
are only feasible if the wall length is extended. As
the atom density within the walls is higher than in the
(~3 x v 3)R30' domains, an increasing amount of ma-
terial has to be shifted into the walls as a function of
temperature, which could be provided by creating point
defects within the (~3 x ~3)R30' domains. Otherwise,
point defects within the walls could provide for the ad-
ditional wall length or a combination of both processes.
The constancy of the average domain-wall separation as
a function of temperature is nevertheless remarkable. As
the spot intensity of these superstructure spots goes down
to the background level at high temperatures, this phase
transition is best described by an order-disorder tran-
sition to a disordered lattice gas (or fluid), leaving only
(1x 1) correlations, most likely with a random occupation
of the energetically most favored hcp and fcc sites. Qual-
itatively, the spot profiles at 0 = 0.40 show very similar
variations as a function of temperature as the continuous
phase transitions of the p(2x 2) and ~3 structures in this
system. Therefore, this DW transition is a candidate for
a continuous phase transition.

For further analysis of the temperature dependence of
the spot profile above T, Bts to the data were carried out,
using the Ornstein-Zernike approximation of the struc-
ture factor

TABLE I. Possible types of light domain walls in the c(2 x 4) structure. Corresponding hard
sphere models are shown in Fig. 3. The parameter r denotes the distance of the inner satellites
from the position of the commensurate (~3 x v 3)R30' spot, in units of a'. l is the average distance
between DW's. HDw denotes the local coverage in the DW's.

Type of domain wall

b

l/a
2n+ 7/2
2n+ 6/2
2n+ 5/2

~DW

3/7 (0.43)
1/3 (0.33)
2/5 (0.40)

8(e)
1/3(1 + 2~3s)
1/6(1 + 2~3e)
1/3(1 + 2~3e)

l(e)
2/3(1 —4~3e)
1/3(1 —4~3e)
2/9(1 —4~3e)
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FIG. 4. Phase transition of the superheavy DW's (E) to
the disordered lattice gas at 8 = 0.40. Diffraction profiles
of the spot No. 3 (see Fig. 2) above the phase transition,
T = 380 K, in the directions perpendicular (a) and parallel
(b) to the DW's. The solid line represents a fit to the profile
according to Eq. (2). The arrows indicate the positions of the
neighboring satellites. The zero position of the A:~] axis is fixed
to the peak maximum.

functions which are generally discussed for DW phase
transitions. For ( k~~ )) I a power law is obtained for the

-(2-9)structure factor S(k~~) oc ((k~~), which describes an
algebraic decay of DW correlations oc r " (see Refs. 38,
39). On the other hand, a Lorentzian form is obtained for
S(k~~), when II = 0. It describes the case of an exponen-
tially decaying correlation function [oc exp (—r/()]. For
continuous order-disorder phase transitions of commen-
surate phases, this latter form was experimentally found
to be a useful parametrization. '

T a
J

~ a ~ ~ I ~ ~ s a g a

Q

~ a s I a s a ~ + a ~ ~ a

The last term in Eq. (2), bg(k~~), corresponds to a con-
stant background which was also fitted. The indices x
and y denote the directions perpendicular and parallel to
the DW's, respectively. Fits to the experimental profiles
were carried out using Eq. (2) for S(k~~). The numerical
procedures imply a 2D convolution with the instrumental
profile 7.(k~~) and one-dimensional cuts (along the x and y
axes) for comparison with experimental profiles. The in-
strument function was modeled by experimental profiles
taken at temperatures far below the phase transition. For
further details of the data evaluation, see Refs. 7, 8.

At high temperatures, due to their increased half
widths, the profiles &om diferent satellite peaks start
to overlap, making the profiles slightly asymmetric. In
Fig. 4, the positions of the next neighbor satellites are
indicated, and the weak shoulder on the right side of the
spot profile shown in Fig. 4(a) is possibly due to this
eBect. Since the intensity of the neighboring satellites,
however, is about a factor of 5 and 2 smaller for directions
parallel and perpendicular to the DW's, respectively, we
do not expect a significant in8uence of this overlap on
the results of the fits. In particular, the values of the
correlation lengths derived Rom the FWHM should be
inQuenced very little.

Fitted values of $ z and rl are plotted in Fig. 6 ver-
sus the reduced temperature t = T/T~ —1. The transi-
tion temperature T = 298 + 5 K was assumed to be at
the inQection point of the peak intensity versus tempera-
ture curve [I(T) curve]. For continuous phase transitions
(with n g 0), this is strictly correct if the instrument
effectively integrates over the Buctuations. If the cor-
relation length is limited by finite-size eÃects like in the
present system, this condition is not fulfilled for our high-
resolution instrument, but turned out experimentally to
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FIG. 5. Phase transition of the superheavy DW phase (R)
to the disordered lattice gas at 8 = 0.40. Peak intensity and
FWHM of the diB'raction spot No. 3 in the directions perpen-
dicular and parallel to the DW's as a function of temperature.

FIG. 6. Phase transition of the superheavy DW phase
(8 = 0.40). Fitted exponent II and correlation length as a
function of temperature. The dashed line is a 6t to the pre-
dicted temperature dependence of a KT phase transition; the
solid line is a fit to a power law singularity with [Eq. (4)j
v = 0.50. For further details see text.
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be still valid to a good approximation. For a Kosterlitz-
Thouless (KT) phase transition, however, no specific heat
anomaly exists. In this case, our determination of T can
only be considered as an ad hoc definition.

Above the critical temperature, the beam profiles get
broader. Within the scatter of the data, the same tem-
perature dependence of the values fitted for ( and q is
found in the directions perpendicular (J ) and parallel

([~) to the DW's (see Fig. 6). As seen froin this figure,
the temperature dependence of the correlation lengths
can be described by a power law singularity

temperature range, much larger than found for the first-
order transition of the c(2 x 4) phase at higher coverage
described below. The behavior observed here is also fun-
damentally different from that found at slightly higher
coverage in the domain-wall phase described in the next
section. A first-order transition would also not explain
the observed increase of g. We thus come to the conclu-
sion that the transition is continuous and most likely a
KT transition.

B. Wall-wall transition
OC t ) (3)

with a temperature-independent critical exponent v, but
also equally well by the form

( oc exp [b(T —T,) "], (4)

characteristic for a KT transition, with v set to 0.396.
Using Eq. (3), a value of v = 0.50 is estimated. Thus,
no clear evidence for a KT phase transition can be ob-
tained from the measured temperature dependence of the
correlation lengths.

A criterion, which clearly favors the existence of a KT
transition, is the temperature dependence of the expo-
nent g. The determined values of the exponent q (see
Fig. 6) are also subject to large uncertainties, especially
since only a small range in the variable y = ( k~~ can be fit-
ted here. Nevertheless, the data indicate that g depends
on temperature, and increases with T. This behaviour
is expected for a KT transition [g oc T (Ref. 38)], but
would be incompatible with any other kind of continu-
ous order-disorder phase transition with a power law sin-
gularity, where g should not depend on temperature.
A temperature-independent value of g has been found,
e.g. , in the order-disorder transition of the p(2x2) struc-
ture of S/Ru(0001), which was shown to belong to the
universality class of the four-state Potts model.

Therefore, we conclude that we most likely have found
a KT transition at this coverage of 0.40. The main
mechanism of a KT transition is the formation of free
dislocations. For a striped DW lattice, these disloca-
tions consist of points in the DW network where three
DW's merge. The formation of the dislocations has
two efFects. First, the fluctuation in the DW distance
increases, and second, the correlation of the atoms on
the ~3 lattice along the average direction of the DW's is
lost. For this scenario, a common decrease of the correla-
tion lengths in the directions parallel and perpendicular
to the average DW direction is expected, and was indeed
observed here.

Although the alternative possibility of a erst-order
phase transition cannot be ruled out right away, it does
not seem to be very likely. In this case, the decrease of (
would have to be explained by the formation of small is-
lands of the ordered DW structure which are surrounded
by a disordered phase. The quasicontinuous behavior
would have to be interpreted to be due to finite-size ef-
fects. For a erst-order transition, however, the transi-
tion would be spread out over an extraordinarily large

An additional phase appears at cover ages slightly
above the completion of the commensurate i/3 struc-
ture, i.e. , for 0.334 ( 0 ( 0.355, and at temperatures
T ) 240 K, termed E'. At temperatures between 240
and 420 K an increase of coverage above the completed
i/3 structure leads to isotropic broadening of the v 3 spot
profiles of about 50%, indicative for the presence of line
defects and/or antiphase boundaries in this phase. Upon
further increase of coverage or temperature, this phase
undergoes an order-disorder phase transition. Lowering
the temperature causes a phase transition from E' to
E, which is indicated by a sudden broadening of spot
profiles. For 0 = 0.346, e.g. , this broadening amounts
to about 30%. Unfortunately, no more detailed informa-
tion can be obtained because satellites are not resolvable.
However, a further indication of the different nature of
the E' phase compared to E is provided by the hystere-
sis effects found for the transition E-E . This transition,
therefore, is most likely of first order. Although the ex-
perimental evidence is not conclusive, one may speculate
that the structure for E' is that of heavy or superheavy
DW's in a hexagonal network.

C. Phase transition of the light domain walls

For the light DW's a totally different kind of phase
transition is observed. The spot profiles shown in Fig. 7
were measured at 0 = 0.45, corresponding to an average
DW distance I of 12.7 A. (s = 0.098+0.005). Here, the in-
fiection point of the peak intensity, located at (470+5) K,
does not characterize the phase transition because, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 7, a continuous shift of the peak towards
higher values of e is found for T ) 470 K. At the same
time a second, much broader peak (II) evolves on the left
side of this first peak (I). Peak (II) also shifts continu-
ously to higher values of e with temperature. Its intensity
increases relative to that of peak (I), and at T 660 K
peak (I) finally vanishes. The positions of the two peak
maxima as a function of T are shown in Fig. 8. The
FWHM of peak (I) remains approximately constant up
to 560 K and increases at higher T until the peak dis-
appears. This spot profile evolution is observed for two
of the six satellites indexed as No. 3 in the diffraction
pattern of Fig. 2. The other four satellites vanish with
the same teinperature dependence as peak (I), but no
additional peaks can be detected close to their position.
From the different difFraction patterns below and above
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FIG. 7. Phase transition of the light DW's (E) to the dis-
ordered lattice gas at 8 = 0.45. DiKraction profiles perpen-
dicular to the DW's as a function of temperature (spot No.
3; see Fig. 2). The zero position of the A',

~~

axis is fixed to the
position of the spot at low temperatures. The solid lines serve
as guidelines for the eye.

the phase transition it is obvious that the high- and low-
temperature phases have difFerent structures. As peak
(II) is very broad, the high-temperature phase must be
strongly disordered, and only short-range-order correla-
tions of 45 A. at most remain. The diffraction pattern of
the disordered phase can be best described as an incom-
mensurate hexagonal structure, which is rotated with re-
spect to the substrate lattice. A matrix notation can be

1/3 —1/~3m, 1/3+2/~3m

depends on temperature.
As a function of T, the evolution of the spot profiles

indicates a transition from the ordered DW phase at low
temperatures to a short-range-ordered phase by cross-
ing an intermediate coexistence region in which domains
of both phases are present on the surface. Assuming
no reentrant topology of the phase diagram, and the
relation between coverage and spot splitting given by
Eq. (I) still to be valid at these elevated temperatures, we
can draw plausible phase boundaries of this coexistence
region, although the density of the short-range-ordered
phase is not known precisely. These results are drawn
in Fig. 9 together with the data from previous mea-
surements. The boundary lines at coverages 0 ) 0.42
shown there mark first-order phase transitions with a
liquidus and a solidus line analogous to phase diagrams
in three dimensions. The peak shifts may be indicative
for temperature-dependent changes of local coverage (see
Fig. 9).

At present, no conclusive structural model for the dis-
ordered phase can be given. At erst sight, obvious can-
didates for structural models seem to be DW structures
with lower local densities of atoms in the DW's (with
respect to the ordered DW phase at low T), e.g. , the
DW models (b) and (c) of Fig. 4, and much stronger
fIuctuations in the DW distance. However, these models
would lead to difFerent difFraction patterns than observed
at high temperature. On the other hand, this phase is
de6.nitively not a homogeneous hexagonal incommensu-
rate phase. This type of phase, although compatible with
the LEED pattern, would have a significantly too small
coverage.
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FIG. 9. Section of the phase diagrain of S/Ru(0001) for

coverages between 0.30 and 0.52. Open symbols are measure-
ments from Ref. 24. D, (v 3 x ~3)R30'; E', (~3 x ~3)R30'
with line defects; E, striped network of domain walls; I",
c(2 x 4)-2S; G, disordered phase; H, coexistence region. M
and I denote multicritical points. Small dots mark the coex-
istence region H, as far as measured.
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FIG. 10. Phase transition of the c(2 x 4) structure
(8 = 0.50). Peak intensity and FWHM of the (1/2, 1/4) spot
versus temperature. ,

At completion of the c(2 x 4) structure at a coverage
of 0.50 the phase boundary has a inaximum (see Fig. 9).
As a consequence of this topology, no coexistence region
can exist between the ordered c(2 x 4) and the disordered
phase at 8 = 0.50 (see Ref. 42) so that the transition must
proceed directly from the ordered c(2 x 4) phase to the
disordered phase also for a first-order phase transition.

The spot profiles of the ordered c(2 x 4) phase are
instrument limited, indicating the existence of long-range
c(2 x 4)-ordered domains of at least 400 A. in diameter.
The disordered phase at high T still contains short-range
correlations and leads to a diffraction pattern with broad
peaks similar to that observed for the disordered phase
at 0 = 0.45, except that s = 1/(4 v 3) at 8 = 0.5. We
note that no peak shifts are found at this coverage.

At the phase transition a sharp decrease of the in-
tensities of all superstructure spots is observed, and the
I(T) curves drop to the background level within only

7 K above the inflection points. The transition tem-
perature as determined from the inflection points of all
measured beams is identical (745+0.5 K). Above the in-
flection point a sharp increase of the FWHM is observed.
This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 10 for the (1/2, 1/4)
superstructure spot, which corresponds to spot No. 2 of
the DW diffraction pattern (see Fig. 3). As there is no
intensity contribution &om the disordered phase at this
spot position, this spot is suited for analysis of the decay
of the c(2 x 4) order.

In order to reveal the nature of this c(2 x 4) phase
transition, we analyzed the profiles of the (1/2, 1/4) spot
as a function of temperature using the same data evalu-
ation as for the continuous DW transition at 0 = 0.40.
The scan direction was chosen to minimize the FWHM
of the profile at low T by scanning parallel to the direc-
tion of the preferentially oriented steps of the surface.
The parametrization of Eq. (2) was used for fitting the
profiles, with q set to zero and (~~

= (~. Although the
profiles are slightly asymmetric, no systematic deviations
of the fits were found. Fitted values of g are plotted ver-
sus the reduced temperature in Fig. 11. Again, T was
set to the inHection point of the I(T) curve. As seen from
Fig. 11, the observed temperature behavior of ( is com-
patible with a power law behavior [Eq. (4)]. However,
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FIG. 1 1 . c(2 x 4) phase transition. Fitted inverse FWHM
versus reduced temperature above the phase transition. The
line is fit to a power law t with v = 3.0. The inset shows
a typical spot profile and a fit with a Lorentzian function.

the exponent v resulting &om this evaluation is 3 + 1.
This value clearly rules out a continuous phase transi-
tion, since the scaling laws for the critical exponents limit
v to an upper value of 1. In addition, for continuous
phase transitions critical scattering is normally present
in a temperature range up to 10—30% in t, whereas here
the spot broadening extends only up to t = 1%. There-
fore, the phase transition of the c(2 x 4) structure must
be of first order. This finding is in agreement with the
first Landau rule. As a consequence, the fitted inverse
half widths have to be interpreted as average sizes of
ordered domains at the phase transition. The simulta-
neous presence of both c(2 x 4)-ordered and disordered
regions in a finite-temperature range around the transi-
tion temperature, as found here, is a consequence of the
inhomogeneity of the system due to finite-size eKects,
i.e. , due to terraces on the surface. Therefore, the broad-
ening of profiles cannot be related to a correlation length
of critical fluctuations in this case.

V. DXSCVSSION

For the two different types of DW's and the c(2 x 4)
structure of S/Ru(0001) we find three different types
of temperature-induced order-disord. er phase transitions.
For the superheavy walls, which are present at low cov-
erages, the observation of a continuous transition agrees
with the theoretical prediction for striped DW's in a
~3 structure on the basis of the free fermion model.
This indicates that the DW model, which was mainly
developed for the limit of large DW d.istances in weakly
bound physisorbed systems, seems to be still applicable
for the situation of rather small DW distances (as here)
in chemisorbed systems. As we showed, the evolution
of the spot profiles is compatible with the formation of
free dislocations in the DW network, which are the ba-
sic excitations of a KT transition. The observed. increase
of the exponent g with T also agrees with this type of
transition, whereas it should be constant at continuous
phase transitions with power law singularities (e.g. , tran-
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sitions in the Potts universality classes). However, a new
mechanism of creating additional wall length seems to
be efFective in the system investigated here, leaving the
average distance between walls unchanged as a function
of temperature. A possible mechanism would be the cre-
ation of point defects. As the creation of these defects
within the walls would destabilize them, and also for en-
tropic reasons, the creation of point defects within the
v 3 domains is more probable.

The difBculty to uniquely distinguish between power
law singularities and a KT transition is not limited to
our experiment. The same problem has been found in
earlier experiments as well with considerably better over-
all resolution than here (see, e.g. , the analysis of melting
of Ar on graphite by Nielsen et al. ). For a discrimi-
nation of the two types of transitions, data over a much
wider temperature range would be needed, but limits are
set by finite-size efFects due to monoatomic steps in our
experiment.

An increase of coverage not only causes a transforma-
tion &om a superheavy DW structure with ~3 ordered
domains to light DW's with c(2 x 4)-ordered domains, but
we find also a direct correlation of this structural change
with the occurrence of a first-order phase transition in the
light DW structure. One reason for the change to a first-
order transition might be that a grain-boundary-induced
melting (of first order) becomes energetically more fa-
vorable with respect to the excitation of free dislocations
in the DW network at high coverages. This change of
mechanism leading to a phase transition might in turn
be caused by a coverage-dependent modification of lat-
eral interactions. Indeed, MC simulations with a con-
stant set of interactions could not reproduce the strong
increase of transition temperatures close to the coverage
of 0.5. On the other hand, considering just symmetry
arguments, which predict a first-order phase transition
for the c(2 x 4) structure, 5 it might not be surprising that
a diluted c(2 x 4) structure still shows the same kind of
transition. With the well-correlated defects in this case,
this is still a nontrivial result.

In the range of small excess coverages above 0.33,
i.e. , in the low-concentration limit of domain walls, the
S/Ru(0001) phase diagram is most directly comparable
to existing theories. It is clear from our experiment that
both in E and E' phases line defects exist. Although
details cannot be resolved here, we would like to shortly
sketch the possible explanations for our findings. The
transition line between the commensurate ~3 structure
and a striped DW phase is expected to be a continuous
transition. Our experimental data at low T (0 =0.34—
0.35, T, & 240 K) are indeed compatible with a con-
tinuous transition, i.e., with the scenario that the DW
distance gets very large when the transition line is ap-
proached from higher coverages. As mentioned, the pro-
file broadening, which discriminates the E' phase &om
the commensurate v 3 phase, indicates that line defects
are also present in the E' phase. Villain has shown that
at low coverages a DW phase with a hexagonal DW net-
work may be favored at higher temperature over a DW
phase with a striped network even in the case of repul-
sive wall crossing energy, because of the breathing en-

tropy that might overcompensate the positive energy of
the wall crossings. Therefore, the E' phase is a can-
didate for a hexagonal network of superheavy domains.
The hysteresis found in our experiments going from the E
to the E' phase can be taken as an indication for a first-
order phase transition, which is expected for a transition
Rom striped to hexagonal domain walls. If, on the other
hand, the activation of point defects is important also
at low wall concentrations, a continuous depinning phase
transition can also occur, leaving the striped domain
wall phase intact. In this case the observed hysteresis
might simply be due to slow kinetics in this activated
process.

With increase of coverage, the transition between the
striped DW phases (E) and the disordered phase changes
from a continuous to a first-order-type transition. As a
consequence there must be a multicritical point (M in
Fig. 9) at 9 0.42 and T 360 K, where the contin-
uous transition line splits into the two first-order tran-
sition lines (solidus and liquidus), which limit the co-
existence region of the DW phase and the disordered
phase. Another multicritical point must be present (I in
Fig. 9), which is the point where the Pokrovskii-Talapov
(PT) and KT transition lines merge, a so-called Lifschitz
point. Under the condition that the transition &om the
~3 phase to the DW phase and the transition &om the
DW phase to the disordered phase are of PT and KT
type, the Lifschitz point would be located at 0 0.35
and T, 240 K in this system (see Fig. 9).

Prom our profile analysis, the order-disorder phase
transition of the c(2x 4) structure is clearly shown to be of
first order. This result is in agreement with the first I an-
dau rule, which does not allow a continuous phase transi-
tion for this superstructure. As a consequence of finite-
size effects, the intensity does not disappear abruptly at
the transition. s Instead, c(2 x 4)-ordered domains of de-
creasing size exist over a small range in reduced tempera-
ture of 1%. It is very likely that these finite-size effects
are due to the monoatomic steps on this surface. For the
continuous p(2x2) and ~3 phase transitions, we found
earlier that the steps cause a finite-size rounding over
approximately the same range in reduced temperature.
For a first-order phase transition, a finite-size rounding
of the transition proportional to I ~ (L being the sys-
tem size) is expected. A more detailed study of the in-
fluence of steps on the c(2 x 4) phase transition, using
vicinal surfaces of different step density, could test this
prediction. This study, however, would be complicated
by the fact that S causes changes in the surface morphol-
ogy by step bunching at these coverages and at elevated
temperatures.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that temperature-induced DW phase

transitions of an atomic chemisorbate are well suited.
to study experimentally the phase transitions of striped
DW's. First-order as well as continuous phase transi-
tions of various kinds could be identified. The vari-
ety of phase transitions observed is comparable to those
of physisorbed systems, but chemisorbed systems are
more easily accessible. Our experiments show that a
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Kosterlitz-Thouless type of phase transition seems to oc-
cur even up to wall densities of only a few lattice con-
stants. An interesting modification, however, was found,
leaving the average wall distance constant throughout
the phase transition. No conclusive mechanism for this
finding has yet been proposed.
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